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Abstract—The present Indian culture has changed from a man-centric and male-ruled society to a progressive one, where 

ladies work side by side with men. Also, ladies need to deal with their work life and family at the same time. The 

innovation will be of moving bot that has set of gear motor controlled through the driver circuit. Likewise, a servo motor 

has also been interfaced with the goal that the support can swing consequently to detect the baby’s position. The bot 

enables the user to limit the area and have the child in the safer region and do not allows the child to cross the specified 

region. The bot is connected wirelessly with the wall mountable vision sensor that continuously detects the face of baby by 

image processing and it is controlled by the micro controller. The bot avoids hitting the obstacles by the respective sensor.  

If the baby starts crying, then parents can stimulate the bot to entertain the baby through mobile application using IoT 

technology, audio will start in their parent’s tone or it starts executing random music with dancing light. The bot is 

capable of intimating the parents, time for a diaper change and feed a food and water .The live status of the child can be 

visualized on the Web site page or through mobile application using Internet protocol address. Likewise, notices with 

respect to child’s well-being status are sent to the parents through the voice alert or as message and when required. This 

proposed framework will help parents to remotely monitor their babies. 

Keywords—Baby monitoring, Image processing, Powered bot, GSM alert. 

                                                                       I INTRODUCTION 

In India, in recent days both the parents need to work in order to balance the financial demands 

for their and look after their babies, so more workload and stress is there in such families, 

especially on female counterparts. They are now thinking about adopting the technological and 

engineering inventions for getting advantages and benefits in terms of safety issues of their 

babies. Monitoring a baby continuously is really a tough job as well as it is not possible for the 

parents to carry out their babies all the time with them especially while working. Hiring a 

caregiver for the non-stop monitoring of babies is an option when parents are busy at home or in 

the working places or as an alternative solution is day care center. But these two methods may 
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not be commodious for parents according to their demands. Most importantly parents do not get 

surety about their babies’ safety in both of the cases. Since the very beginning of humanity, 

families have had instincts to secure their babies from probable dangers and risk. However, the 

way by which parents look after their children has changed with the technological breakthroughs. 

The system is an individual wireless baby monitors in a single, integrated stand-alone monitor 

located on top of the baby’s bed with full sensors [1]. There will be a sensor for temperature, a 

sensor for motion, an audio sensor to resist accidental choking and suffocation in bed. Video, 

audio and the temperature of the infant will be accessible through the Smartphone. Intelligent 

Baby Monitoring SystemThis system observes important parameters such as body temperature, 

humidity status, pulse rate, movement of an infant, and the use of GSM network, this 

information is transferred to their parents. Parameter details can be sent to the parents with alarm 

so any action can be taken. The system design consists of sensors for observing important 

factors, LCD display, GSM interface and sound alarm all controlled by one 

microcontroller.[2][3]By using the statistical data from the application, it will be possible to 

predict the baby's sleep habits and ideal sleep conditions.In this system, a Raspberry Pi device 

connected to static camera and the movement of the camera is made dynamic using motors and 

other infrared sensors [4][5]. The camera will be placed in the center of the room in order to 

cover all directions. The captured video can be streamed online and the parents can sign in to a 

website to access any information or updates. In addition, a GSM module is connected with 

Arduino which sends alert notifications whenever the camera is rotated. The proposed system 

was able to help young parents to take care of their babies with a mobile device application 

[6][7]. He designed and implemented a prototype of Child monitoring system and motion 

detection using Raspberry Pi. The system was used to deter crime and prevent burglary as well 

as help parents to monitor children easily through internet [8][9].It consists of door sensor; LDR 

based light sensor and voice detection module for doing the job of monitoring infants. The output 

of the sensors is displayed through LEDs and an alarm is attached to the system to give an alert 

[10][11]. 

II METHODOLOGY 

In this perspective, a baby monitoring device can be the best solution to remove the anxiety and 

stress of the parents. The baby monitoring system is a kind of alarm system which can detect 

babies’ movements and activities and can convey the message about the condition of babies to 
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the concerned authority mobile or even a display. It provides different devices the ability to 

transmit and receive data on the internet simply. One of the most substantial roles for AI is real-

time monitoring. So, the objective of this work is to create AI monitoring system based on one of 

the powerful devices, which is Raspberry Pi microcontroller. In particular, it will focus 

monitoring the baby using camera, microphone, speaker, and sensor for metal detection and 

audio module to entertain the baby. The system provides a safe environment for children under 

the age of one year or less to reduce the infant undesirable situation. The challenge will be to 

design a system that facilitates and provides high-quality monitoring process. 

A. Image processing 

Human Detection is a branch of Object Detection. Human Detection is the task of identifying the 

presence of predefined shapes of human in an image. This task involves both identificationof the 

presence of the humans and identification of the rectangular boundary surrounding each 

object (i.e. Object Localization). A human detection system which can detect the class “baby” can 

work as a Baby Detection System. 

B. Alogorithm 

The basic idea is thatlocal baby’s appearance and shape can often be characterizedrather well by 

the distribution of local intensity gradients oredge directions, even without precise knowledge of 

the corresponding gradient or edge positions. In practice this is implemented by dividing the 

image window into small spatialregions (“cells”), for each cell accumulating a local 1-D 

histogram of gradient directions or edge orientations over thepixels of the cell. Dataset and 

Experiment. 

Dataset:  The dataset has two different data sets. The first is the well-established babies’ images 

database, containing 200 training and 75 test images of babies’ scenes (plus left-right reflections 

of these). It contains only front or back views with a relatively limited range of poses. The 

powerful micro controller and camera give essentially perfect results on this data set. 
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Fig. 1 Positive dataset 

 

Experiment: Declared 100 images as positive training examples, together with their left-right reflections. Figure 2 

summarizes the effects of the various HOG parameters on overall detection performance. The main conclusions are 

that for good performance, one should use fine scale derivatives (essentially no smoothing), many orientation bins, 

and moderately sized, strongly normalized, overlapping descriptor blocks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.Fales positives per window 

C. Baby entertainer 

Availability of high speed internet and wide use of mobile phones leads to gain the popularity to 

IoT. One such important concept of the same is the use of mobile phones by working parents to 

entertain the baby while babysitting. Here we present the design of IoT based baby entertaining 

bot which supports remote access. Also it activates buzzer and gives alerts on phone if –first, 

baby cry continues till specific time which means now cradle cannot handle baby and baby needs 

personal attention. Whenever baby starts crying the parents trigger the bot to entertain the baby 

through internet. The bot can establish the music and dancing light to retrieve the baby’s 

attention. This IoT based entertainer can reduce the baby cry possibility. 
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D. Metal detection  

When any metal comes near to the coil then coil changes its inductance. This change in 

inductance depends upon the metal type. Its decreases for non-magnetic metal and increases for 

ferromagnetic materials like iron. Depending on the core of the coil, inductance value changes 

drastically. The bot is interfaced with metal detector sensor that detects the metalized things like 

coins, safety pins nearby baby. So that the bot sounds through the buzzer to intimate the parents. 

This may keep the baby away from the metal things instead of taking in to their mouth. 

E. Temperature and humidity analizer 

The temperature and humidity sensor is interfaced with the microcontroller that detects the room 

temperature and humidity. This helps the micro controller to trigger the relay module to switch 

on or off the fan. The moods swings of the baby can be changed by maintain the proper air 

circulation. This feature may help in maintain the room temperature constantly. 

F. Wireless video stream 

The micro controller is interfaced wirelessly with the camera. The camera is the kind of wall 

mountable which allows parents to alter the camera’s position and angle. It continuously streams 

the video of the baby which help of specific internet protocol. This helps the parents to check 

their babies remotely.  

G. Alertring system 

The alerting system consists of buzzer and messaging system. The GSM based messaging system 

helps the in getting the message about status of the baby. Whenever the camera fails to detect the 

baby’s pose then system sounds through the buzzer. 

III BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Microcontroller is powered up with specific voltage. The Microcontroller automatically triggers 

every other module to switch on. As we are using wifi based microcontroller and camera, the 

microcontroller makes internal connection with the wifi camera. The wireless camera streams 

continuously the live video of the baby and when it feeds false statements to the microcontroller, 

it triggers the buzzer as the intimation. The live video can be visualized through the internet 

protocol. The moving bot can be controlled with the help of mobile applications with the same 

network. The interfaced temperature and humidity sensor continuously senses the surrounding 

temperature and humidity and the result can be viewed through mobile application and it helps 

the user to make the baby more comfortable. 
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Fig 3 Block diagram 

The audio module that consists of memory to store recorded audio or the music, it is interfaced 

the micro controller. The audio module can be controlled through the mobile application 

whenever baby starts crying. The mobile application we have is based on wifi and thus the result 

can be viewed using internet. These mobile application offers cloud storage and it helps in 

activating the Internet of Things. 

1.                                      IV HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

 

 

Fig 4 Circuit diagram 

Figure 4 shows the circuit diagram. In raspberry pi advanced micro controller, there we have 

sufficient digital and analogue pins to interface multiple microcontroller. The wifi based camera 

is enabled by the microcontroller with help of internal network. Thus the micro controller and 

the camera make their operation under same network.The analogue pins of raspberry pi A4 and 
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A5 is used by the ultrasonic senor’s trigger and echo pins for the purpose of analogue read and 

analogue write. The servo motor uses digital pin D9 for the single digital write. The metal 

detector takes the digital pin D8 of the raspberry pi. The motor driver pins INT1, INT2, INT3 

and INT 4 is connected to the digital pins of the m micro controller D10, D11, D12 and D13. 

DHT 11(Temperature and Humidity sensor) uses D2 of the raspberry pi micro controller. The 

GSM module is connected to the raspberry pi micro controller using Tx and Rx pins where it 

makes serial communication with the micro controller. The Real time clock (RTC) and the 

Liquid Crystal Display shares their I2C Pins SDA and SCL with the I2C pins of micro 

controller. 

 

Fig 5 the moving Bot 

The respective components were interfaced with micro controller. Figure 4 shows the complete 

hardware output. The hardware output came with four wheeled bot having ultrasonic sensor to 

achieve obstacle avoidance. The in build RTC (Real Time Clock) is controlled and enabled for 

sending messages, intimating time for food, water and diaper change. The wireless camera (wall 

mountable) will make the stream through the particular Internet Protocol. 

V RESULT 

The result obtained from the hardware implementation is described below. 
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Fig 6 HOG Based Child detection 

 

Figure 6 shows the live status of the baby and the green windowed frame describing that the 

baby is in safer zone. 

 

Fig 7 Mobile application output 

Figure 7 shows the output of the mobile application. The mobile application enables the user in 

activating the entire system and viewing the result of the temperature and humidity detection 

unit.  

 

Fig 8 LCD Output 

Figure 8 shows the output of LCD. The results of DHT11, metal detection and RTC are viewed 

through LCD. 

VI.CONCLUSION 

The system has RPi module as it provides more advantage comparatively Arduino and other 

Microcontroller. It  is hereby implemented  a  set  of  sensor networks  and IP Camera  to  

monitor  the baby  in the  room.  The  proposed system has  the  capabilities to  measure   

temperature  of  the  crib  and  positions  of  the  baby periodically  and  the  record  the  

readings.  The Smartphone application is also capable of raising alerts based on the recorded 

values. The smart system is also designed in such a way that it can identify the baby’s presence 

and absence. As an extension to this work, we can deploy the proposed system in the day care 

centre for baby fencing can be used to monitor babies in home. 
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